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3Nights 4Days
Date

Area

Trans

6/17

Incheon

OZ112

(6/26)

Kansai
Osaka

Osaka, Kyoto TOUR / USD 1,496 (1PAX)
Details

Inclusion

Meal

Depart from Incheon

Tour Guide, Air, Bus,

L

08:05

Arrive at Kansai Airport

Hotel and Admission

D

09:40

Move to Osaka

Fee

Osaka castle,
Shinsaibashi, Dotonbori
take a rest at the hotel
6/18

Kyoto

Bus

(6/27)

Breakfast at hotel

Tour Guide, Bus,

B

Hotel and Admission

L

Fee

D

Breakfast at hotel,

Tour Guide, Bus,

B

Shitennoji Temple

Hotel and Admission

L

Fee

D

Tour Guide, Air, Bus,

B

Move to Kyoto
Kinkakuji, Nijo castle,
Kiyomizutera, ,Heianjingu,
Move to Osaka
take a rest at the hotel

6/19

Osaka

Bus

(6/28)

Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan
Kuromon Market.
Tsutenkaku Observation Platform
take a rest at the hotel
6/20

Breakfast at hotel,

(6/29)
Incheon

OZ111

Move to Kansai Airport

10:50

Depart from Kansai Airport

12:50

Arrive at Incheon Airport

Admission Fee

* Include : Air Fare, Hotel, English speaking Guide, Transportation, Meal(as itinerary),
Enterance fee(as itinerary), Travel insurance
* Minimum : 10
* Exclude : Optional tour fee, Personal Expenses
* Note : Above pirce is based on per person with twin sharing room,
Above price and itinerary is subject to be changed due to air fare and local condition
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* Osaka Castle
Originally called Ozakajō, it is one of Japan's most famous castles, and played a major
role in the unification of Japan during the sixteenth century of the Azuchi-Momoyama
period. Osaka Castle is situated on a plot of land roughly one kilometer square. It is
built on two raised platforms of landfill supported by sheer walls of cut rock, using a
technique called Burdock piling, each overlooking a moat. The central castle building is
five stories on the outside and eight stories on the inside, and built atop a tall stone
foundation to protect its occupants from sword-bearing attackers.
* Shinsaibashi
Shinsaibashi is a district in the Chūō-ku ward of Osaka, Japan and the city's main
shopping area. It centers around Shinsaibashi-suji, a covered shopping street, that is
north of Dōtonbori and parallel and east of Mido-suji street. Associated with
Shinsaibashi, and west of Mido-suji street, is Amerika-mura, an American-themed
shopping area and center of Osaka's youth culture. Major stores and boutiques
concentrates are found around the area. Shinsaibashi is easily accessed via the subway.
* Dotonbori
Dotonbori is one of the principal tourist destinations in Osaka, Japan. It is a single
street, running alongside the Dōtonbori canal between the Dōtonboribashi Bridge and
the Nipponbashi Bridge in the Namba ward of Osaka. A former pleasure district,
Dōtonbori is famous for its historic theaters (all now gone), its shops and restaurants,
and its many neon and mechanized signs, including snack/candy manufacturer Glico's
giant electronic display of a runner crossing the finish line.
* Kinkakuji
Kinkaku-ji or "Golden Pavilion Temple" is the informal name of Rokuon-ji or "Deer
Garden Temple" in Kyoto, Japan. It was originally built in 1397 to serve as a retirement
villa for Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, as part of his estate then known as Kitayama. It
was his son who converted the building into a Zen temple of the Rinzai school. The
temple was burned down twice during the Ōnin War.

* Nijo Castle
Nijo Catle is a flatland castle located in Kyoto, Japan. The castle consists of two
concentric rings of fortifications, the Ninomaru Palace, the ruins of the Honmaru Palace,
various support buildings and several gardens. The surface area of the castle is 275,000
square meters, of which 8000 square meters is occupied by buildings.
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* Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan
The Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan ( 海 遊 館 Kaiyūkan?, known as the Kaiyukan) is an
aquarium located in the ward of Minato in Osaka, Japan, near Osaka Bay. It is one of
the largest public aquariums in the world,[6] and is a member of the Japanese
Association of Zoos and Aquariums

* Kiyomizudera
Kiyomizudera, full name Otowa-san Kiyomizu-dera is an independent Buddhist temple
in eastern Kyoto. The temple is part of the Historic Monuments of Ancient Kyoto
(Kyoto, Uji and Otsu Cities) UNESCO World Heritage site. Not one nail is used in the
whole temple. The temple should not be confused with Kiyomizu-dera in Yasugi,
Shimane, which is part of the 33-temple route of the Chūgoku 33 Kannon Pilgrimage
through western Japan.
* Shitennoji Temple
Shitennō-ji (Japanese: 四天王寺; also Arahaka-ji, Nanba-ji, or Mitsu-ji) is a Buddhist
temple in Ōsaka, Japan. It is the first Buddhist and oldest officially administered temple
in Japan,[1] although the temple buildings have been rebuilt over the centuries.

